Carlos Bermúdez, 15, started the first day back at school in Brooklyn after Hurricane Sandy the same way he starts every school day, working with his team and his coach. The coach asked Carlos to give his “high point” and “low point” from the storm-induced week off from class. Carlos’s high was that he had arrived at school early that morning. His low was that his diabetic godmother—his legal guardian—was still in the hospital after having a second leg amputated below the knee. Like so many of his classmates at the two-month-old Urban Dove Team Charter School, the lows for Carlos have been lower than any teenager should know.

Also like every other student at UD Team, as the school is known, Carlos arrived “average and under credited.” (Read: desperately behind graduation pace.) He was approved for a safety transfer from Manhattan’s Murry Bergtraum High last year, after gang members threatened him and he stopped showing up at school. So Carlos’s “high” of coming in early, commonplace on the face of it, is something of a minor miracle. But then, his day doesn’t start as it would in a normal school.

The team with which he began the day is not a sports unit but rather a group of students who have every class together. (And who accumulate points, Hogwarts style.) The coach is, in fact, a sports coach, but he is also an adult mentor who travels with the team through every class. After discussing the hurricane week and doing homework—all homework is done in the morning with the team—Carlos boarded a school bus with the rest of the UD Team students and headed to soccer fields on the south end of Brooklyn’s Prospect Park. By 10:30 a.m. dozens of boys and girls were warming up in soccer cleats bought for them by the school. It was a Monday, so for two hours the entire school—104 students are enrolled—played soccer under the supervision of coaches, at first the boys and girls separately and then together.

At UD Team, sports consume several hours of each extended school day. Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning students play a seasonal team sport. The school rents space from a church in Brooklyn’s beleaguered Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood, and on Tuesday and Thursday mornings the students rotate through four rooms that are designated, respectively, for weight training, cardio, yoga and core strengthening. (Kettle bells serve as doorstops.)

The goal of this novel high school is to use sports as an academic-engagement tool to drag the highest of the high-risk students back from the precipice of scholastic failure. Jai Nanda, a native of New York City and the school’s founder, first got a sense of the academic and social power of sports in the 1990s, when he was coaching basketball at Manhattan’s Lower East Side Prep, a so-called transfer school that takes in older students who...
have fallen behind. Nanda noticed that the boys on his team did better in school during the season, despite the time commitment. “Then the season ends,” Nanda says, “and it’s like, ‘Where’s Juan today?’ ‘Oh, he isn’t showing up anymore.’”

In addition to the mounds of research testifying to the health and social benefits of physical activity for young people, there is a growing literature on the cognitive benefits. A 2009 University of Illinois study found that students can better focus their attention and perform better on certain academic tests right after exercise. And there’s evidence that morning sports increase kids’ school engagement as well. In the last few years, in an attempt to combat chronic truancy in New York City, the city department of education implemented morning sports programs in middle schools with attendance problems. “It was such a difference maker,” says Lori Rose Benson, the former head of physical education at the NYC DOE who created those sports programs, called CHAMPS.

If sports have all these benefits, Nanda thought, why perpetuate a system that is by its nature exclusionary? A varsity letter is an honor, undoubtedly, but it is also a symbol of exclusion. The older students get, the fewer of them are granted access to the club. If any class had all the benefits of sports—from less heart disease to lower rates of teen pregnancy—it would never be withheld from the majority of students. Yet, that is exactly what happens with sports after middle school.

“It is because we don’t have the resources?” Nanda asks. “I don’t think so. It’s because of the apex structure of our society. So much is based on winning and losing.”

So far attendance is way up at UD Team compared with the average at the kids’ previous schools. And students such as 16-year-old Keenya Easton, the student-body president and a self-professed “bad student” at her previous school, have embraced a second chance and the new activities that have come with it. “Yoga,” Keenya says, “relaxes the mind and body. It’s a better way of breathing.”

On Nov. 5, when a boy decked out in an ALLERGIC TO BULLS—hoodie and a jauntily angled Brooklyn Nets hat wandered out of studies into the hall, a coach calmly confronted him back to class. Ten minutes later the boy catalyzed a discussion on whether a white president could theoretically be better than a black president for black Americans, like himself.

Still, UD Team is beating an uphill path. One third of the student body has special-education needs—the school has three special-ed teachers and a social worker—and an in-school fight necessitated police intervention. “We’re trying something extremely difficult here,” Nanda says. And isn’t that what sports are all about?
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HOT NOT

HUSKER POWER

Detroit lost its first seven games this season for just the third time in franchise history, and its -11.43 point differential is by far the NBA’s worst. Said coach Lawrence Frank after his team’s 96-82 loss to Houston last Saturday, “There was no offensive energy out there at all.”

PISTON JAM

Denver’s won five of six after beating Carolina 36-14 on Sunday, as Peyton Manning threw for 301 yards and his 420th career touchdown, tying him with Dan Marino for second all time (behind Brett Favre’s 506). The D chipped in with a safety and a pick-six.

PEY DEY

Buffalo had a fun 2-1 start but has dropped three straight and fallen to the bottom of the AFC East. Again. On their way to an eighth straight losing season, the Bills [3-6] need to fix their woeful D: 410.0 ygp [31st in the NFL]. Any good news? Four of their next five games are at home.

BILL OF PLIGHTS

LIONEL’S RICHES

Lionel Messi scored his 75th and 76th goals of the calendar year in Barcelona’s 4-2 win over Mallorca on Sunday, moving to within nine of Gerd Muller’s record, set in 1972 with Bayern Munich. It was Messi’s seventh multiplegame this season—giving him La Liga-best 15.